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Woman is the governing principle, the directing reason and 
the commanding voice of the eighteenth century… Nothing 
escaped her; within her grasp she held the King and 
France, the will of the sovereign and the authority of public 
opinion – everything! – Edmond and Jules de Goncourt1 

 
 

Reflecting on the age from the distance of a century, Edmond and Jules de 

Goncourt’s accounts of the eighteenth century were well-aligned with contemporary 

popular opinion, disseminating a historical narration that has remained without question 

until quite recently.  To the Goncourt brothers and many others, Mme de Pompadour, 

favorite mistress to Louis XV (r. 1715-1774), the woman this quote implicates, was the 

personification of the woman of the eighteenth century.  To a modern audience, what 

may seem a celebratory statement of female agency in eighteenth-century France in fact 

acted as an explanation of what went wrong in this great nation in the period preceding 

the revolution of 1789.  The rule of women, or more accurately, the rule of one woman, 

was thought to have brought France to ruin by emasculating the monarch and corrupting 

the state with effeminacy.  Although such notions have been long-lasting, the woman 

who reigned over the court of Louis XV, freed from outdated connotations, may be 

upheld as an ambitious, empowered female who transcended restrictive social limitations 

to occupy a position of unprecedented authority. 

Mme de Pompadour served as Louis XV’s titular mistress from 1745 until 1764, 

only dethroned by her death.  Her nineteen years at Versailles are significant for the 

length and the span of her influence.  Pompadour has occupied an infamous role 

historically, in many ways as the consequence of biased and mythologized histories 

                                                 
1 Edmond and Jules de Goncourt, The Woman of the Eighteenth Century, trans. Jacques 
Le Clercq and Ralph Roeder (London: George Allen and Unwin ltd., 1928), 243. 
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popularized most notably by the Goncourts.  After ceasing sexual relations with Louis 

within the first few years of her reign, Pompadour became the king’s confidant and 

advisor, taking part in political decisions.  Her influence was so omnipresent she was 

often termed the king’s “prime minister” by contemporaries; one courtier griped, “Mme. 

De Pompadour remains the friend, and plays the part of prime-minister.”2  In her lifetime, 

the mistress did enjoy a sympathetic following; however after her death, when flattery 

was useless as her favor was immobile, most of her former allies moved on without 

mourning. 

Pompadour is unique to a legacy of royal favorites for the volume of criticism she 

received during her tenure and for years after her death, but also for incriminating the 

king in these attacks by association.   The mistress was accused of distracting the 

monarch and the court with frivolous cultural diversions, effeminizing politics by turning 

the king away from virile pursuits, and engaging in politics herself.  She was also 

considered responsible for leading the kingdom to bankruptcy by her unhinged spending 

from the royal purse and her support for all things extravagant.3  Despite what her charge 

sheet may suggest Pompadour was behind some of the period’s greatest achievements, 

reigning steadfast in a traditionally transient role.4  Two and a half centuries after her 

reign, Pompadour remains a topic of inquiry and debate for the power she yielded, the 

criticism she faced, and the vast amount of commissioned art works she left behind. 

                                                 
2 Marquis d’Argenson, Journal and memoirs of the Marquis d'Argenson, trans. Katharine P. Wormeley, 
(London: William Heineman, 1903), vol. 2, 341. 
3 Colin Jones, Madame de Pompadour: Images of a Mistress, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 
12. 
4 Pompadour supported some of the Enlightenment’s brightest literary and artistic figures; while her 
creativity as a patron has been disputed most notably by Donald Posner, her activity and influence as a 
patron is certain.  See Donald Posner, “Mme. De Pompadour as a Patron of the Visual Arts,” The Art 
Bulletin, Vol. 72, No. 1 (March 1990), 74-105, passim; and Elise Goodman, The Portraits of Madame de 
Pompadour: Celebrating the Femme Savante (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 9-10. 
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Throughout her time at Versailles Pompadour commissioned numerous portraits; 

second only to the king, her likeness was the most represented.5  Recently, scholarship 

concurs that the mistress’ inventory of commissioned portraits reveals her creation of a 

calculated self-image that she promoted visually.  This self-imaging has been significant 

in interpretations of Pompadour’s historical status.  The current of recent scholarship has 

maintained that Pompadour patronized the arts in an original way for a royal mistress, 

employing her portraits to invent and enforce a decided persona.6  She capably took the 

construction of her identity into her own hands, creating an exclusive role for herself in 

the court of Versailles. 

  Pompadour’s courtly identity was a consequence of the society she was inducted 

into as royal favorite.  The court of Versailles was conceived by Louis XIV in 1682 in 

order to organize his government under one roof, out of Paris, and in a realm of absolute 

monarchical power.  The palace itself was constructed as a symbol of the king’s system 

of absolute control, and was decorated and occupied accordingly.7  The Sun King’s 

centralizing method created a space in which personal and professional interests 

coincided, and the private was made inherently public as Versailles acted as the singular 

household and administrative building of the state.  Norbert Elias described the court of 

Louis XIV, “Family ties and rivalries, personal friendships and enmities were normal 

                                                 
5 George T.M. Shackelford and Mary Tavener Holmes,  A Magic Mirror: The Portrait in  France 1700-
1900 (Houston: The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 1986), 54. 
6 With the notable exception of Posner.  See Goodman; Jones; Katherine Gordon, “Madame de Pompadour, 
Pigalle, and the Iconography of Friendship,” The Art Bulletin, Vol. 50, No. 3 (September 1968), 249-262; 
Melissa Hyde, Making up the Rococo: Francois Boucher and His Critics (Los Angeles: Getty  
Publications, 2006); idem, “The ‘Makeup’ of the Marquise: Boucher’s Portrait of Pompadour at Her  
Toilette,” The Art Bulletin, Vol. 82, No. 3 (September 2000), 453-475; Ewa Lajer-Burcharth,“Pompadour’s 
Touch: Difference in Representation,” Representations, Vol. 73, No. 1 (February 2001), 54-88; Katie Scott, 
“Framing Ambition: The Interior Politics of Mme de Pompadour,” Art History, Vol. 28, No. 2, (April 
2005), 248-290; Perrin Stein, “Madame de Pompadour and the Harem Imagery at Bellevue,” Gazette des 
Beaux Arts, Vol. 123, (January 1994), 29-44. 
7 Peter Burke, The Fabrication of Louis XIV (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 2. 
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components of governmental and of all official affairs.”8  Thus, at the court of Versailles, 

private and public realms of influence were inseparable. 

 Scholars such as Thomas Kaiser, Elise Goodman, and Colin Jones have ably 

documented the mistress’ cultural and political impact, thus I do not attempt to prove the 

extent of her influence.9  This thesis instead aims to provide an additional lens through 

which to view the mistress’ portraits, and thus, her public and private means of influence.  

‘Public’ and ‘private’ are here defined in terms pertaining to the court prior to the 

conceptions of definitive public and private spheres that took root in the late eighteenth 

century.10  Instead, these terms are to some degree interchangeable, and are certainly 

interdependent, reminiscent of the unique situation at Versailles that did not allow for 

total privacy, but encouraged intimate means of accessing public power.11 

For my uses, ‘public’ connotes performance, spectacle, and grandeur - all intrinsic 

to outer displays of status in the visible realm of Versailles.  ‘Private’ indicates intimacy 

and exclusivity, to the degree it was possible within the walls of the private apartments; 

suggesting the inner identities that may have been revealed before public identities were 

‘made up’ for performance, or the intimate relationships that flourished behind closed 

doors.  The assertions that construct this thesis are not meant to frame fact; here the 

separation of ‘image’ and ‘reality’ is purposeless, thus my analysis is not meant to 

                                                 
8 Norbert Elias, Court Society, trans. Edmund Jephcott, 1st American ed. (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1983), 1. 
9 See Kaiser, Goodman, Jones. 
10 See Conclusion.  See Jürgen Habermas, “Social Structures of the Public Sphere,” in The Structural 
Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society, trans. Thomas 
Burger (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991), 27-56; Joan Landes, Women and the Public Sphere in the Age of the 
French Revolution (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988).  For the public sphere in an art historical 
context, see Thomas Crow, Painters and Public Life in Eighteenth-Century Paris,  (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1985). 
11 See Landes, 18-20.  My use of these terms has been influenced by their contemporary use, notably in 
Argenson and Mouffle d’Angerville, The Private Life of Louis XV, ed. Albert Meyrac, trans. H.S. Mingard 
(London: John Lane, 1924). 
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discover truths, but rather to imagine possibilities in Pompadour’s images, as part of the 

ongoing construction of her identity. 

 

Jeanne-Antoinette and the King 

 Pompadour was born Jeanne-Antoinette Poisson on December 29, 1721.  She was 

born into the bourgeoisie, the daughter of a financier.  Her family was marked by 

scandal; Jeanne-Antoinette’s father, François Poisson, a steward to the eminent Pâris 

family of financiers, was exiled for most of her upbringing.  Jeanne-Antoinette was left to 

be raised by her mother, Louise-Madeleine de La Motte, who was a ripe target for gossip.  

Mme de La Motte was a socially ambitious woman, who entertained at least a dozen 

lovers while her husband traveled for work.  Her consistent lovers included the youngest 

Pâris brother, Jean Pâris de Montmartel, whose family financed the crown, and the 

wealthy Charles- François Lenormant de Tournehem, a fermier-général, a type of royal 

tax collector.12   

 When Jeanne-Antoinette was born it was unclear which of these men fathered her, 

and, after Poisson left the country in 1727 to avoid prosecution for fraud, Tournehem 

took a significant role in Jeanne-Antoinette’s upbringing.  Immediately after Poisson left, 

Jeanne-Antoinette boarded at the Ursuline convent at Poissy, while her mother and 

younger brother, Abel- François (1727-1781), lived in harsh conditions in Paris.  In 1730, 

however, the family recovered financially, probably as a consequence of La Motte’s 

                                                 
12 Goodman 7-8; Jones 16-17; most biographies of the mistress are born out of romanticized legends 
disseminated by contemporaries, most notably, the Goncourts.  For the best source-based general biography 
in English translation, see Evelyn Lever, Madame de Pompadour: A Life, trans. Catherine Temerson (New 
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2002). 
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parents’ death, so with Tournehem’s backing Jeanne-Antoinette was enrolled in a 

fashionable school in Paris.13   

 With Tournehem as a liaison, Jeanne-Antoinette gained access to elite Parisian 

cultural circles: after being tutored in speech by Crébillon, in song by Jéliotte, and dance 

by Guibaudet, she became a habituée of the fashionable salon of Madame de Tencin.  

Here Jeanne-Antoinette was acquainted with the enlightenment’s brightest figures, as she 

enthralled philosophes, artists, and courtiers with her beauty, talents, and charm.14  

Jeanne-Antoinette developed her literary passion and social charm in the Paris’ leading 

salons, providing a strong foundation for her future at Versailles.  The ideals of the salons 

she attended and the figures of the Enlightenment she became acquainted with served as 

the paradigm of her future authority; these privileged Parisian salons would provide 

examples of female cultural influence and an open exchange of ideas that the mistress 

would later cultivate.15 

 Jean-Nicolas Dufort de Cheverny (1731-1802), a courtier, reminisced that Jeanne-

Antoinette was:  

[A] woman any man would have wanted as a mistress…she had an oval 
face, very regular features, a magnificent complexion, quite superb hands 
and arms, eyes which were pretty if on the smallish side, yet which 
possessed a fieriness, an intelligence and a brilliance that I have never 
seen in any other woman.16 
 

These features, indeed, were valued by contemporaries, also making her an ideal 

prospective wife.  On March 9, 1741, Jeanne-Antoinette became Madame d’Étiolles; 

Tournehem arranged a marriage with one of his nephews, and the heir to his fortune, 

                                                 
13 Goodman 7-8; Jones 16-17. 
14 Goodman 7; Jones 19. 
15 Goodman 8; For more on Enlightenment salons, see Dena Goodman, The Republic of Letters: A Cultural 
History of the French Enlightenment (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1994). 
16 Quoted in Jones, 14. 
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Charles-Guillaume Lenormant d’Étiolles.  Jeanne-Antoinette thus acquired a noble title 

through marriage; since her husband’s father and grandfather had purchased their titles, 

they were nobles of the robe, making their status less prestigious than that of the ancient 

nobility.17 

 Mme d’Étiolles gave birth to her daughter, Alexandrine, in March 1744, sending 

her to a wet nurse soon thereafter.  She established her own salon at the family château at 

Étiolles, drawing Voltaire, Crébillon, Montesquieu, and others out of Paris, also 

entertaining her guests with performances in the theater she had built on the property.18  

Mme d’Étiolles lived a privileged life, with only one aspiration yet to be realized.  After 

marrying, she stated on many occasions that her faithfulness to her husband could only be 

compromised by the king himself.19   

This avowal was not simply a declaration of loyalty to her husband, but rather the 

admission of a life-long ambition; as a young girl Jeanne-Antoinette is said to have 

visited a fortune-teller, who predicted her future as Louis XV’s royal favorite.  If not for a 

documented pension of 600 livres for “Dame Lebon, for having predicted to [Jeanne-

Antoinette], at the age of nine, that one day she would be the mistress of Louis XV,”20  

this prophecy would be dismissed as a trifle of the mistress’ posthumous myth.  That 

Étiolles was near the king’s hunting grounds was convenient for the aspiring mistress, 

who Tournehem would assist in initially attracting the king’s gaze at the royal hunt. 

 Although she managed to be noticed at the king’s hunts, Mme d’Étiolles and 

Louis did not formally meet until February 25, 1745 at a masked ball to celebrate the 

                                                 
17 Goodman 8; Jones 20. 
18 Jones, 20. 
19 Lever, 22, 39. 
20 Quoted in Jones, 21. 
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dauphin’s marriage.  Recounted by many contemporaries, this meeting helps to form the 

mistress’ myth: “At the wedding of the dauphin…, a young Parisian beauty appeared, to 

whom the king flung his handkerchief like the sultan to his odalisques, no sooner in love 

than gratified.”21  Louis is said to have fallen immediately for Jeanne-Antoinette, 

however most of the court assumed this passion would be momentary.22 

 The royal mistress was not presented at court until September of 1745; in the 

meantime she remained at Étiolles, receiving daily letters from the king while she 

underwent courtly training under the guidance of Voltaire and the abbé de Bernis.  Since 

royal favorites had previously been drawn from courtly circles, the mistress had a short 

period of time to absorb the complicated rituals of Versailles.  Having received a formal 

separation from her husband and the title of marquise de Pompadour in July, Jeanne-

Antoinette prepared herself for duty. 23 

 Pompadour was an outcast from the moment she arrived at court; that a bourgeois 

“camouflaged as a person of high rank” was presented at court was considered 

“monstrous... indecent [and to] violate all rules of good conduct, justice and protocol.”24  

Although formal presentation before the court was a right reserved for the ancient 

nobility,25 Pompadour, the first exception to the rule, was granted this honor by the 

doting king.  Despite the shock and dismay with which she was received, the new 

mistress did manage to impress those present with her grace before the court.26 

                                                 
21 Argenson, vol. 1, 356-57. 
22 Argenson vol. 1, 356; Jones 31.   
23 Jones 34, 38-39. 
24Jones, 40; the duc de Choisel, quoted in Jones, 40. 
25 Jones, 39. 
26 Jones, 40. 
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 Shortly after Pompadour was established at court, her ambition became apparent 

as she initiated a social and political upheaval.  Mouffle d’Angerville (1728-1795), a 

courtier, described the situation at Versailles following Pompadour’s appointment:  

The King’s passion… flamed up with such violence, and the ambition of 
the favorite soared to such heights, that she was the sole topic of gossip 
from one end of the kingdom to the other.  She became the channel of all 
the favours that she could not retain for herself or her family.  She made 
and unmade ministers and generals.  She was arbitress of peace and war.27 
 

She began by granting favors to her family and those who assisted in her pursuit of the 

king; she had Tournehem appointed to the powerful post of directeur des Bâtiments du 

Roi,28 and her brother, ennobled as the Monsieur de Vandières assumed Tournehem’s 

post after his death.  The mistress initiated a program to ensure her influence, protecting 

herself from her detractors by either shifting ministers in her favor or replacing them. 

While many courtiers resented Pompadour’s authority, it was soon clear that her 

favor was necessary for survival at Versailles.  Angerville noted, “As a good courtier you 

should have loaded her with flattery….”29  Pompadour’s dismissal of the influential 

compte de Maurepas for allegedly authoring a slanderous epigram about her resulted in 

his exile, sending a warning to potential foes.  Still, “the walls of the Bastille seemed 

scarcely thick enough to smother the voices” of her critics.30 

 By all accounts, Louis XV was a weak monarch, for letting his royal mistress rule 

him and the nation, and for letting his melancholic languor, or ennui, interfere with his 

political rule.31   Louis’ reign was in many ways defined by the legacy of his predecessor, 

                                                 
27 Angerville, 183-84. 
28 Responsible for the commissioning and oversight of all artistic works for the crown, inserting her closest 
allies in this post ensured Pompadour’s unofficial control over state patronage.  Jones, 40-42. 
29 Angerville, 192; see also Argenson, vol.2, 52. 
30 Account of Maurepa’s dismissal, ibid., 190; quote, ibid., 191. 
31 “Weakness is the word that best describes his character…” Imbert de Saint-Amand, Women of 
Versailles: The Court of Louis XV, trans. Elizabeth Gilbert Martin (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 
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Louis XIV’s (r.1643-1715), rule.  Louis XV’s great-grandfather, the Sun King, was 

celebrated for his strong rule over the state and his numerous military conquests, 

establishing France as the strongest nation in Europe.  Louis XIV centralized his 

absolutist state at Versailles, creating the court as a temple to his glory and a site for the 

enactment of his divine power through ritualized interactions at court.  The Sun King’s 

rule turned legendary through the faithful, though not always accurate, documentation by 

figures such as the duc de Saint-Simon.32 

 Louis XV was plagued with feelings of inadequacy, as he was neither equipped 

nor inclined to rule like his predecessor.  During the Regency (1715-1722), when Louis 

XV was a child, the Regent, the duc d'Orléans, moved the court to Paris.  Upon assuming 

monarchical duty in 1722, Louis moved the court back to Versailles in an attempt to 

emulate his great-grandfather.33  Louis, however, was obsessed with privacy, which was 

not readily available at Versailles.  Angerville wrote of the king, “It is well known how 

greatly that prince was enamored of privacy.  People will remember with what reluctance 

he emerged from it to tread the public stage, and with what eagerness he withdrew to his 

inner apartments as soon as his role was finished.”34  Since Louis XV was disinterested in 

the theatrical display of power that Louis XIV was known for, the regulatory nature of 

the court that was structured to maintain the king’s absolute power gradually dissolved, 

leaving Louis XV presiding over a court he had neither created nor could control. 

                                                                                                                                                 
1893), 5.  Ennui is described at length by Edmond de Goncourt as the “moral malady” that plagued the 
eighteenth century, incarnating, at last, in Louis XV.  See Edmond de Goncourt, The Confidantes of a King, 
the Mistresses of Louis XV, trans. Ernest Dowson, (London: T. N. Foulis, 1907), vol. 1, 152-155. 
32 Jacques Revel, “The Court,” In Realms of Memory: the Construction of the French Past, vol. 2, 
Traditions, ed. Pierre Nora, English language edition ed. Lawrence D. Kritzman, trans. Arthur 
Goldhammer  (New York: Columbia University Press, 1997), 77. 
33 Jones, 24. 
34 Angerville, 2. 
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 Bored by political matters, Louis instead diverted his attention to hunting and 

women.  Louis was married to Marie Leczinska of Poland in 1725, and is said to have 

given her “seven proofs of love” in their marriage bed.35  She bore him ten children by 

1737; however the homely and devout queen did not sustain her husband’s sexual 

interest.  As was custom, the king sought a mistress, and beginning in 1730 he had 

successive affairs with three sisters of the Nesle family.36 

 The marquise de La Tournelle was the only Nesle sister to attain official 

recognition as royal favorite, in 1743 she was named duchess de Châteauroux and 

elevated as a lady-in-waiting to the queen, taking up residence at Versailles.  

Châteauroux’s favor ended famously in 1744, when, on a military campaign during the 

War of Austrian Succession the king fell ill, and seemed to be near death.  The king’s 

chaplain urged him to dismiss his mistress, and he did, in the interest of salvation.  When 

Louis recovered, he vowed to live a pious life, and for a short time he did until his 

feelings of boredom overwhelmed him and he recalled Châteauroux to the public’s 

dismay.37 

 In late 1744, Louis was again left without a companion, as Châteauroux fell sick 

and died almost immediately after her return to Versailles.  Le Bien-Aimé, as the king was 

termed upon the public outpour of affection that followed his miraculous recovery, was 

again in need of a partner to alleviate his melancholy.  Pompadour was widely considered 

to be the perfect, though disdained, counterpart for the king.  Angerville noted, “[S]he 

possessed mental accomplishments and talents that were calculated to retain her lover 

even after physical passion was satisfied.  She soon conquered the mind of the King by 

                                                 
35 Quoted in Jones, 26. 
36 Jones, 26-29. 
37 Ibid. 
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her wonderful faculty of amusing him….”38  The mistress’ ability to occupy the king 

meant that she was indispensable to her lover, despite pervasive discontent over this 

choice of royal companion.39 

 

Theaters of Power in the Court of Versailles 

The official institution of royal mistress was inaugurated in the Renaissance court 

of Francis I (r.1515-47) when a role in the court hierarchy was established for a maîtresse 

en tître; though a legacy of royal lovers can be recalled from long before the sixteenth 

century.  Royal favorites had typically been involved with political matters, especially the 

appointment of ministers, and were also often cultural tastemakers.40  Further, the Science 

des personnes de la cour, a popular eighteenth-century work on courtly tradition 

demonstrates that it was customary - even advantageous - for a favorite to be the target of 

public criticism.  The manual, which Pompadour owned, defines the political use of a 

maîtresse en tître: “[T]hey are a shield against hatred.  It is necessary to have a tough-

skinned individual as a target against whom all attacks and reproaches can be turned for 

all faults and weaknesses.”41  That Pompadour, as the king’s favorite, was a target of 

criticism was not unusual, however the grounds for this criticism was.  The exceptional 

public hatred for Pompadour arose from her vast overstepping of ‘acceptable’ political 

control for a woman, a royal mistress, and a bourgeois. The mass contempt for 

                                                 
38 Angerville, 160.  See also Argenson, vol. 1, 357. 
39 Pompadour’s unassailable position as Louis’ companion is demonstrated by the numerous attempts by 
members of the court to remove her from the king’s favor, all to no avail.  Angerville documented these 
attempts, as well as many Poissonades, the lyrical attacks against her; see Angerville, 189-193. 
40 Jones, 34-36. 
41 Quoted in ibid., 154. 
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Pompadour and her social and political transgressions extended beyond her, in turn 

reflecting on the king. 

Pompadour’s unrestrained access to Louis’ power was so alarming that the king’s 

mistress could no longer “shield” him from his subjects’ attacks.  Louis’ precarious 

disregard for authority, along with Pompadour’s ambition, thus instigated the 

“desacralization”42 of the French monarchy that occurred in the second half of the 

century.  Historian Marisa Linton describes the link between the mistress and changing 

views of the king: 

What aroused indignation in Louis’ subjects was widespread belief, 
emanating originally from court and parlementaire circles and nurtured by 
the clandestine press, that the king let his mistresses dominate political 
policy, particularly the appointment of ministers.  The king’s private 
‘vices’ were thus at the heart of the perception of monarchical government 
as a corrupt and ‘unvirtuous’ public politics.43 
 

It was both the king’s apparent weakness and his mistress’ agency that allowed for this 

unstable situation at court.  Implicit in what was seen as an overall ‘effeminization’ of the 

nation, Louis’ compliance with Pompadour’s accession of power effected lasting 

alterations to the nation’s view of monarchical omnipotence and invincibility.44 

One means by which Pompadour accessed her partner’s authority was by 

appropriating monarchical methods of enforcing power.  Since Louis did not perform his 

role to the same extent as his predecessor, Pompadour was able to fill some of the voids 

of representation.  The mistress invoked many of the Sun King’s modes of performance 

in her own expressions of authority; Louis XIV’s style of self-representation was imitated 

                                                 
42 Marisa Linton, The Politics of Virtue in Enlightenment France (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 129. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Linton 129; Madelyn Gutwirth, The Twilight of the Goddesses: Women and Representation in the French 
Revolutionary Era (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1992), 84; Hyde, Making Up, 45. 
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by many monarchs,45 however Pompadour seems to have adapted his method of image-

making for her own purposes.  

The significant economic expansion that took place in eighteenth-century France 

unleashed an upwardly mobile bourgeois class, eager to solidify their arriviste status.  As 

this social mobility increased, individuals other than the ancient nobility gained access to 

Versailles, insofar as they presented a convincing performance of noble identity. Edmond 

de Goncourt asserted:  

It was in the midst of these grandeurs, prosperities, and graces of finance, 
that a woman, born and bred of the bourgeoisie of finance, laid hold of a 
position which the noblesse was accustomed to consider as one of its 
privileges, and showed, by the fortune and the first example of a King’s 
mistress without birth, a fresh encroachment of the bourgeoisie, whose 
power she was about to make felt at Versailles.46 

 
Pompadour personified the disruption to the court hierarchy posed by self-made 

arrivistes; her success at ably ascending the ranks was a consequence of her ability to 

perform her courtly identity. 

Since Louis XIV’s reign, Versailles had been likened to a stage, upon which 

courtly power was performed.47  As social historian Jennifer Jones has shown, “French 

absolutism was a theater-state in which Versailles was the stage and Louis [XIV] the 

playwright and principle player.  The royal drama of absolutism was enacted daily 

through rituals, courtly etiquette, and architecture…”48  Political power at Versailles was 

based initially on noble birth, and, encouraged by Louis XIV, landed wealth and 

purchased titles, but power was also structured by “an economy of visual, iconic 

                                                 
45 Burke, 170-77. 
46 Goncourt, Confidantes, vol. 1, 134. 
47 This metaphor extends from the seventeenth century, as it appears in many contemporary memoirs and 
was even used by Louis XIV himself.  See Burke, 7. 
48 Jennifer Jones, Sexing La Mode: Gender, Fashion, and Commercial Culture in Old Regime France (New 
York: Berg Publishers, 2004), 9. 
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display.”49  In Louis XV’s reign, as tensions between the ancient nobility and the 

nouveaux riches mounted, the inherited spectacle of courtly identity resulted in a 

complex power play between ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ identities: the marquise d’Argenson, a 

member of the ancient nobility displaced by Pompadour, bemoaned, “It is useless, and 

even injurious to be; to appear is the necessary thing…”50  Though noble birth was 

presupposed, status and power were a consequence of performance, arguably making 

appearance as vital as ancestry. 

  Louis XIV presented the most convincing of these performances, imposing his 

authority upon his subjects by the intricate spectacle he daily staged.  Initiated by the Sun 

King, performance became the courtly mode: all of Versailles’ inhabitants were 

implicated in stagings of identity.51  Pompadour’s performance at court was thus doubly 

significant since she had no standing by birth; the daily performance of her appointed 

status was the only courtly basis of her authority.  Argenson referred to Pompadour as 

“this mistress actress,” and Voltaire described the marquise’s short-lived piety in 1755 as 

“new decorations in the theater of Mme de Pompadour.”52  Louis XIV projected a 

calculated self-image by artistic likenesses, as well via texts, plays, ballets, operas, court 

rituals, and other forms of spectacle.53   Pompadour, like Louis XIV, staged herself as the 

star of numerous ballets, operas, and plays for the court.  She also commissioned 

numerous portraits and was an influential literary patron.  Pompadour consciously tapped 

into the theatrical nature of court life, implementing the tradition of the spectacle that her 

royal companion neglected. 

                                                 
49 Ibid, 10. 
50 Argenson, vol. 1, 337. 
51 Landes, 18-19. 
52 Both quoted in Kaiser, 1038. 
53 Burke, 1. 
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Intimacy, Publicity, and Courtly Identity 

 Since comportment and appearance were constitutive of courtly identity, the self 

was, as we have seen, performative.  Melissa Hyde has argued that Pompadour’s self-

representations, pictorial and otherwise, were predicated upon the knowledge that 

“[identity is not] a permanent condition fixed at birth but an état (a state) which was 

understood as the product of social performance….”54  Indeed, Pompadour performed her 

identity, not only as the heroine of many theatrical stagings, but also daily in her toilette, 

and significantly, in many self-representations.  Pompadour’s artistic self-imaging has 

been demonstrated by many scholars, who have associated the mistress’ portraits with her 

political and social identity.55  As conscious projections of a decided persona, 

Pompadour’s portraits were implicit in the enactment of her courtly identity, and thus, 

authority. 

 The court of Versailles was defined by a peculiar intermingling of public and 

private identities.  For example, Linton has demonstrated that the king’s private ‘vices’ 

affected his public power.56  At court, a one’s status was defined by his or her public 

appearance; however this public identity was also dependent upon a private persona.  We 

have seen, then, that public and private roles intervened and overlapped with one another 

at eighteenth-century Versailles.  Notions of separate ‘public’ and ‘private’ realms did 

not take form until the end of the century,57 and Louis XIV’s model of the court posited 

the household and the government in a singular space.  This amalgamation of public and 

                                                 
54 Hyde, “Makeup,” 463. 
55 See note 6. 
56 See this paper, 15. 
57 See Crow, Habermas. 
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private was largely taken for granted,58 except, perhaps, by Pompadour.  Pompadour’s 

invocation of public and private means of advancement – her public performance of 

omnipotence alongside her private relationship with the king - informed her 

unprecedented authority at court. 

Pompadour is best-known for her patronage of the Rococo arts.  As titular 

mistress, she was in a position that gave her access to ample talents and the resources to 

hire them.  Versailles’ most conspicuous consumer, Pompadour commissioned a vast 

range of art objects including paintings, sculptures, engravings, and porcelain.  She had 

likenesses produced by masters in every field; Boucher, Van Loo, Nattier, La Tour, 

Guérin, Drouais, Vien, Liotard, Pigalle, Falconet, Bouchardon, and others contributed to 

the mistress’ immeasurable inventory of portraits.  Royal favorites had traditionally been 

presented in strictly allegorical guises;59 while Pompadour was presented as Diana, 

Venus, and ‘la belle jardinière’,60 it is the portraits that depart from this tradition that are 

noteworthy for exhibiting the sitter’s ‘touch’.61  In the second half of her reign, as her 

influence mounted, Pompadour was presented as a femme savante, a loyal companion, 

and an involved cultural patron. 

This thesis will examine three examples of Pompadour’s self-images.  In 

chronological order, Chapter One focuses on Carle Van Loo’s A Sultana Taking Her 

Coffee, completed about 1752; Chapter Two presents an analysis of François Boucher’s 

Mme de Pompadour (Munich Portrait), of 1756; and Chapter Three offers an 

examination of Mme de Pompadour at Her Toilette, also by Boucher, from 1758.  These 

                                                 
58 Elias, 1. 
59 Lajer-Burcharth, 66-67. 
60 See figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
61 Lajer-Burcharth refers to Pompadour’s ‘touch’ as the trace of her contribution in the production of her 
likeness.  Lajer-Burcharth, 56. 
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portraits exemplify the mistress’ self-imaging process, providing specific statements of 

her role at court.  Further, the above portraits each stage an intimate moment interrupted 

and documented in order to enforce her public statement of authority.  Analyzed through 

a lens of public and private modes of representation, the pieces reveal Pompadour’s 

creative means of self-empowerment. 

François Boucher was undoubtedly Pompadour’s favorite artist; the painter was 

already popular among the Parisian elite and courtly circles when he became the 

mistress’ preferred portraitist in the late 1740’s.  Besides creating a number of likenesses 

of his patron, he also served as her decorator and art teacher.  Boucher aided in the 

decoration of many of her residences and also some of the king’s.  He guided her artistic 

training, along with Jacques Guay, in engraving.  In 1765, after Pompadour’s death and 

towards the end of his career, Boucher was paid the highest respects for a French painter, 

as he was named premier peintre du roi and director of the Académie. 62  

Carle Van Loo was Boucher’s immediate predecessor in these posts; the two 

artists’ careers were parallel in many ways as they shared many clients and were 

celebrated as the premiere artists of the Rococo.  Van Loo’s painting, though associated 

with the Rococo, was not considered as offensively ornate, or frivolous, as Boucher’s.  

The artist was in part so successful because he was willing to alter his style to fit the 

demands of his clients; he was praised for both a refined classicism and a robust fluidity 

in painting.  Van Loo was simultaneously successful for his history paintings, portraits, 

classical antiquity pieces and Rococo allegories; however his turqueries were his most 

popular paintings.  A Sultana Taking Her Coffee, the subject of analysis in the following 

                                                 
62 Hyde, Making Up, 2, 121. 
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chapter, is unique example of the artist’s specialty, as turqueries were loosely defined as 

genre paintings imagining contemporary Turkish or exotic scenes.63 

Scholars have widely accepted Pompadour and Boucher’s mutual influence in 

their artistic projects.64  The mistress’ authority over the subject or composition of works 

by other artists is less obvious; in the case of the Van Loo piece considered here, 

considering the circumstances of the commission, I assume she had an influence over its 

composition and meaning.65  I consciously avoid distinctions between sitter and painter in 

my analyses, as I am concerned with Pompadour’s agenda, and I believe this materializes 

in the pieces through the mediation of the artist, but ultimately originated from the 

sitter.66 

Though Pompadour’s portraits were primarily commissioned for private interiors, 

she was not opposed to the wider public viewings of a select few.67  Only three of her 

many likenesses appeared at Salons: at the Salon of 1755, Maurice-Quentin de la Tour’s 

Mme de Pompadour and Van Loo’s A Sultana Taking Her Coffee were shown, and 

Boucher’s monumental Mme de Pompadour was exhibited at the Salon of 1757.68  For 

the most part, though, the viewing of Pompadour’s likenesses was restricted to a select 

courtly audience.69  Colin Jones asserts, “[A]s with attendance at her theatrical 

                                                 
63 Laurie G. Winters, “Carle Vanloo,” Grove Art Online, Oxford University Press, 2007, 
www.groveartonline.com. 
64 See Goodman, Hyde, Posner. For a specific example, see Lajer-Burcharth, 59.  
65 See Chapter One. 
66 This approach is influenced by Lajer-Burcharth’s definition of Pompadour’s ‘touch’: “To speak of 
Pompadour’s touch is, then, to bring the patroness into the picture and to examine how her own conception 
of herself materialized in it, thus forgoing the usual distinction between the sitter’s idea versus the painter’s 
execution of it…,” 58. 
67 Beginning in the 1730’s the biennial Salons exhibited current French painting to the public of Paris. See 
Crow.  
68 Jones, 82.  For La Tour’s portrait, see figure 11.  For the Van Loo and Boucher pieces, see Chapters One 
and Two, respectively. 
69 Ibid. 
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presentations, the marquise utilized invitation as a political stratagem….”70  At 

Versailles, regardless of how restricted or exclusive an audience, all events were 

manifestly public, informing one’s status.71  Further, art historian Michael Fried has 

underlined the inherent theatricality of the genre of portraiture: “portraiture could never 

be de-theatricalized: it was always predicated, even in the private realm of domesticity, 

on the presence of a spectator.”72  Pompadour’s portraits were thus bound to an intricate 

union of public and private, in function and subject. 

Since the private details of Pompadour’s life were public knowledge, the mistress 

had to project ever-changing definitions of her role at court.  Many of the mistress’ 

portraits provide public meaning through intimate settings and subjects, acknowledging 

the interdependency of her public and private selves.  By analyzing a sampling of 

Pompadour’s self-representations in terms of the mutual implications of intimacy and 

publicity, it is possible to evaluate the extent to which Pompadour drew on this courtly 

condition in the fashioning of her identities.  In her portraits, the mistress adapts 

traditional themes in order to fashion her self-made identity.  The agency presented in 

these portraits is representative of the agency she exercised at court, as she reconfigured 

the traditional role of royal mistress into the role of her choosing, be it king, queen, or 

confidant. 

  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
70 Ibid., 94. 
71 Landes, 19. 
72 Michael Fried, Absorption and Theatricality: Painting and Beholder in the Age of Diderot (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1980), 109. 
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Chapter One 
A Sultana Taking Her Coffee 

 

 

 

A Sultana Taking Coffee (figure 4), completed about 1752 by Carle Van Loo, is 

an early example of Pompadour’s method of self-imaging, as the subject of this painting 

highlights her distinctive relationship with the king and the breadth of her influence in the 

context of the court.  Though this piece is formally a genre painting, there is evidence of 

the mistress’ self-imaging within the piece, thus, for my purposes it serves as an informal 

portrait.  Pompadour commissioned Sultana for her château at Bellevue, which began 

construction in 1748, as one of a series of three paintings inspired by the Turkish 

seraglio.  These paintings, the other two being Two Odalisques Embroidering (figure 5) 

and An Odalisque Playing a Stringed Instrument (figure 6), were created specifically for 

Pompadour’s chambre à la turque, her personal bedchamber, which was themed after 

depictions of the Turkish harem. Though Two Odalisques and An Odalisque Playing a 

Stringed Instrument are not the primary focus of analysis, brief comparisons inform the 

significance of Sultana and the harem imagery at Bellevue. 

    Sultana depicts a sultana lounging in a sumptuous setting, indulging in 

relaxation as a black servant hands her coffee.  She holds a Turkish pipe in her left hand, 
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resting her elbow on the sofa behind her and the pipe on a small stool sitting next to her 

on the ground.  This stool also holds a white handkerchief - strewn carelessly - as if 

casually thrown into the room.  To the left, the sultana’s young servant kneels as she 

hands her mistress her cup, making eye contact at the moment of this exchange.  The 

sultana sits to the right of the composition, atop pillows on the floor, as she reaches 

toward the middle of the composition, for her beverage, with her right hand. The sultana 

is highlighted as the focal figure of the piece, as she is solely illuminated by the light that 

filters through the rooms barred glass window.  Perrin Stein has confirmed that the 

sultana is an image of Pompadour; most notably, her distinct profile corresponds to 

Pompadour’s in a number of other portraits. 73 

All of the room’s details are lavish, evoking an opulent mood; from the draping of 

various plush fabrics, to the oriental carpet, and the rich tones of red, green, and cream, to 

the sultana’s elaborate dress, her jewels, and the rose crowning her headpiece.  Her ornate 

costume - belt, earrings, necklace, the pearls within her braids and the jewels adorning 

her headpiece - all denote her high social standing within the harem.  Two Odalisques and 

An Odalisque, however, depict women in the harem who are occupied with the menial 

tasks of embroidering or entertaining.  These activities, when compared to the sultana’s 

inactive state of leisure, draw attention to distinctions of status in the harem.  Van Loo 

incorporated many markers of the sultana’s lofty status in this piece; first, the fact of her 

leisure is indicative of her role, also, her servant as well as her costume and accessories 

intimate a high standing in the seraglio.  Despite the sultana’s inactivity, her upright pose 

                                                 
73 For example, see figure 7. Although scholars have raised questions about Pompadour’s presence in the 
other two paintings of the series, Perrin Stein has established that the mistress is only depicted in Sultana, 
he contends that seeing her image in the others is a common mistake with its roots in Pompadour’s brother, 
the Marquis de Marigny’s, incorrect descriptions of the paintings in the catalogue for her estate sale after 
her death. Stein, 32. 
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neutralizes this idleness while serving as a further indication of status: although she is 

depicted in a state of aristocratic relaxation, the sultana’s posture actively commands her 

presence, in stark contrast to the unassuming odalisques of the other two pieces. 

Finally, the sultana’s position in the imagined harem is made most obvious by the 

addition of the white handkerchief in the composition.  This handkerchief corresponds to 

a popular motif within contemporary Turkish representations that originated from 

depictions of a sultan’s daily process of selection; the romanticized act of tossing a 

handkerchief at his chosen odalisque’s feet.  This action was significant to French upper-

class audiences, as it became the quintessential expression of “the central moment of 

exotic romance fantasized by French audiences....”74  The tossing of the handkerchief was 

depicted to such an extent in eighteenth-century Versailles that it was even invoked as an 

indication of Louis’ moment of selection. 

Details of Pompadour and Louis’ legendary meeting at the dauphine’s ball in 

1745 were documented by many contemporaries, though the ‘reality’ of this meeting is 

questionable.  A pivotal moment in the myth of Pompadour, the implications of this 

exchange persists whether fact or fiction.  Angerville recounted the events at the masked 

ball leading up to Mme d’Étiolles’ “victory” over the king:  

After exciting the King’s curiosity by her allurements and witty remarks, 
she yielded to his importunities and unmasked.  By a refinement of 
coquetry, she immediately mingled in the crowd, but without leaving the 
King’s sight.  She had a handkerchief in her hand and, by accident or by 
design, she dropped it.  Louis eagerly picked it up, and, being too far away 
to hand it to her, tossed it to her as politely as he could.  Such was the 
victory of Madame d’Étioles.  A vague murmur arose in the room, ‘The 
handkerchief is thrown!’ and all the other aspirants were in despair.75 
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That Pompadour’s ascension to favorite has been mythologized in terms analogous to the 

seraglio provides a foundation for comparisons of the mistress to the sultana of the 

harem. 

   Pompadour occupied, in some sense, a place in her contemporaries’ imaginations 

as the chosen sultana of the French king’s harem.  Thus, the harem imagery at Bellevue is 

significant for its relevance as an analogy to the court of Versailles, and Pompadour’s 

place in it.  Due to discontinued physical relations, to maintain her elevated status 

Pompadour is thought to have arranged the supply of short-lived mistresses that were at 

Louis’ disposal, housed at the Parc-aux-Cerfs, a building just off the château grounds at 

Versailles.  The circumstances at Versailles thus paralleled those fantasized of the 

Turkish seraglio.  Indeed, “[l]ike the sultana of the royal seraglio, Madame de Pompadour 

had, by virtue of her monarch’s favor, considerable authority within the privileged 

domain of the French court, presiding over the king’s pursuits and pastimes, always with 

his confidence and trust.”76  By invoking the seraglio in her chambre à la turque, 

Pompadour articulated her status at court through a familiar analogy, creating Sultana as 

a confirmation of her continuing influence despite the king’s sexual affairs.  

 Of the many properties Pompadour attained while serving as favorite, Bellevue 

was arguably among the most important.77  Since it was the mistress’ only residence to be 

conceived of and created specifically for her, Pompadour had supreme agency over the 

château’s composition.  The marquise was thus extremely involved in the furnishing of 

the château; commissioning original paintings and sculptures with specific rooms in 

mind, taking the “opportunity not only to demonstrate her taste, but also, through a 
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purposeful and explicit program, to extol her virtues, talents and status.”78  Pompadour’s 

chambre à la turque was one of many spaces at the château designed with intents to 

establish a specific identity; for example, Katherine Gordon has argued that Pompadour 

commissioned Pigalle to sculpt a series of portraits in the guise of Friendship for one of 

Bellevue’s gardens, that articulated the virtuous, asexual terms of her relationship with 

the king.79 

The chambre à la turque was embellished in the guise of a harem to reinforce the 

paintings.  The room was furnished with exotic tapestries of silk and gauze, lacquer 

furniture, a sofa and a chaise lounge ‘à la turque,’ oriental carpets, and adorning trinkets 

such as porcelains with exotic motifs.  While Turkish and exotic themed apartments and 

boudoirs became popular later in the late eighteenth century, in 1750 to 1755 Pompadour 

was pioneering in the decoration of her bedroom.  The three paintings by Van Loo were, 

as Stein asserts, “[o]f central importance to the room….”80    The two larger paintings, 

Sultana and Two Odalisques, were overdoors, hanging across from each other above the 

two doors of the room.  The third, smaller piece, Odalisque, hung above a mirror on the 

wall between the room’s two windows.81 

 Van Loo would have been an obvious choice for the decoration of this bedroom, 

at the time he was the artist most associated with Turkish themes, a favorite among 

collectors, even having painted a Turkish genre scene for Louis XV’s private apartments 

at Versailles.  Van Loo, as well as most of France’s upper class, would have been 

familiar with the Turkish imagery presented in the Recueil de cent estampes representant 
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differentes nations du Levant, a collection of plates published in France in 1713 based on 

social and ethnic “types” found in Constantinople, as recorded by a French painter.  This 

collection provided European audiences a visual accompaniment to the many travel 

narratives about Turkey that had been popular since the seventeenth century, and would 

have made the message of this series legible to its intended audience – Pompadour’s 

visitors at Bellevue.82 

 Like the “Friendship” motif that Gordon has identified, Pompadour’s harem 

imagery was based on defining her role as mistress, without actually being a mistress in 

the erotic sense.  Pompadour capably established herself as the king’s advisor and 

confidante – his ‘friend’ or ‘sultana’ – with the title of royal favorite.  The staging of 

Pompadour as sultana that Van Loo figured was not, however, the first expression of this 

analogy.  Pompadour’s metaphorical role in the harem had already been famously 

articulated to the public of Versailles. 

Denis Diderot’s The Indiscreet Jewels allegorizes Pompadour as the favorite 

sultana in the novel’s fictional seraglio, painting a flattering picture of the mistress. The 

roman à clef was published anonymously in Holland in 1748; however it was 

immediately popular among the French aristocracy and its author’s identity was no 

secret.  Jewels was Diderot’s first novel, and its popularity is evidenced by the need for 

six printings within six months of its original publication, as well as its translation to 

English in 1749.83  Further, Pompadour had a 1749 edition of the novel in her library.84   
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The novel takes place in an African empire; however beyond the court’s location 

in “the Congo” it is otherwise described in terms of the Turkish seraglios that a French 

audience was accustomed to imagining, or the court of Versailles itself.  Diderot 

designates governmental officials with Ottoman titles such as cadilesker, vizir, effendi, 

pacha, and all details of the empire are either in Ottoman or French terms.  Further, since 

the publishing of Montesquieu’s Persian Letters earlier in the century,85 the Turkish 

seraglio was an understood literary stand-in for Versailles among an Enlightenment 

audience.   

The novel follows the sultan Mongogul’s quest to unveil the secrets of female 

sexuality with the aide of a magical ring.  As Mongogul discovers the uninhibited voices 

of female sexuality in his court, he begins to question the nature of women, losing hope 

in their ability to love.  Mongogul’s favorite mistress, the sultana Mirzoza, ultimately 

quells the sultan’s horror by providing a model of virtuous love.  Implicit in the novel’s 

plot is the idea of the artifice of courtly identities, relaying a warning about the dangers of 

feminine deception, although Mirzoza embodies the exception to this rule. 

 Jewels is an allegorical novel about the French court, with Louis and Pompadour 

portrayed in the guise of Mongogul and Mirzoza.  Although a modern audience may look 

past the parallels between Mongogul’s seraglio and Louis XV’s Versailles, contemporary 

readers were immediately aware of Diderot’s thin allegorical veil.  Jean-François de La 

Harpe wrote late in the century of Jewels,  

The author did not wish for his readers even to have to lift the veil of 
allegory, for, hardly hidden, it is merely in the names.  It is quite true that 
France is called the Congo; Louis XV, Mongogul;... and the marquise, 
Mirzoza; but to avoid confusion, everything else in the Congo is French.  
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Jéliotte et La Maure sing in the Congo, and the sultan of the Congo is at 
Fontenoi and Lawfelt, etc.  Never was a veil, if such can be called a veil, 
more transparent, or, to be more precise, more coarse.  Characters, 
adventures, customs - they all from Paris and Versailles, and of that time, 
with the author leaving nothing to the imagination.86 
 

Thus, the portrait Diderot painted of Pompadour in Jewels would have been familiar to a 

courtly audience. 

La Harpe continues, “the whole novel is composed for the glory of the mistress... 

As Mirzoza, the marquise de Pompadour is a model of wit, charm, and, especially, 

wisdom and constancy.”87  Unlike the commissioned portraits that provide similar 

glorifications, Jewels was unsolicited by the mistress.  Aram Vartanian has convincingly 

argued that Diderot flatters Pompadour - in the guise of Mirzoza - as an attempt to win 

the favor of the influential mistress.  About to embark upon the project of the 

Encyclopédie, Diderot must have been aware that Pompadour’s patronage and political 

sway would be invaluable in ensuring the success of what would be a precarious literary 

venture.  Since the favorite was an avid fan of libertine literature, Diderot could have 

rightly assumed she would receive the compliments he issued in Jewels.88  Further, that 

Pompadour later became the Encyclopedie’s greatest ally provides evidence that Jewels 

was effective in illustrating the mistress in terms that she accepted. 

The character of Mirzoza, in fact, seems almost to have been constructed by 

Pompadour herself; Diderot’s description of the sultana is staggeringly similar to the self-

images Pompadour would later project with the help of her favorite artists.  As a tribute 
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to Pompadour, Jewels bolstered the favorite’s ego by assuring her status and highlighting 

her actual strengths.  Further, by fashioning Mirzoza as the epitome of virtuous love, 

Diderot presented Pompadour in a light she would soon wish to be seen.  An opening 

paragraph tells us, 

Mirzoza had already engaged Mongogul’s attentions for some years.  The 
two had professed and repeated a thousand times all the things that a 
violent passion might suggest to the most spirited lovers.  They had 
become confidants… Since [Mirzoza] had little inclination for such things, 
she was not always disposed to receive the Sultan’s caresses, nor was the 
Sultan always in the mood to offer them.89 
 

Here Diderot articulates Pompadour’s relationship with the king; highlighting from the 

onset the favorite’s unique relationship with her companion, consisting of pure love and 

friendship without lust. 

 Though Diderot initially asserts, “I shall not amuse myself with detailing 

Mirzoza’s charms and qualities; the task would be without end...,”90 the author does not 

spare a compliment, cataloguing the mistress’ many assets.  The central assertion of 

Mirzoza’s virtue as the favorite guides the plot of the novel, sending Mongogul through 

his empire in search of a jewel that will convince him his favorite is not the only virtuous 

woman.  Further, the author provides many examples not only of her beauty, but 

especially her intelligence and reason.  These qualities, as we shall see in the next 

chapter, were features that Pompadour herself preferred to enforce as significant aspects 

of her persona.   

 Diderot’s sultana is an involved intellectual and an amateur philosopher.  She is 

confident in her mental capacity and poised before her male counterparts.  Like 

                                                 
89 Denis Diderot, The Indiscreet Jewels, in The Libertine Reader: Eroticism and Enlightenment in 
Eighteenth Century France, ed. Michael Feher (New York: Zone Books, 1997), 351. 
90 Ibid., 351. 
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Pompadour, Mirzoza is passionate about literature and is a qualified critic, especially of 

the theater.  Chapter thirty-eight, “A Conversation about Literature,” begins, 

The favorite loved men of fine wit, without claiming to be a wit herself.  
On her dressing table, between the diamonds and the pompons, were many 
novels and pamphlets of the times, of which she was a marvelous judge.  
She passed with ease from a game of cavagnole or biribi to the discourse 
of an academician or of learned men, and all admitted that the natural 
keenness of her judgment allowed her to see beauties or defects in these 
works that were at times hidden to their own eyes.  Mirzoza surprised 
them with her insights, embarrassed them with her questions, but never 
took advantage of her own wit and beauty.  No one was ever displeased at 
being proven wrong by her.91 
 

This passage, as a testament to the favorite’s status as a femme savante, is mirrored both by 

contemporary evaluations and commissioned portraits of the marquise.92 

 In contrast to the mistress’ enlightenment, the sultan is bored by intellectual 

pursuits, and is instead endlessly entertained by the frivolous bantering of the jewels.  After 

engaging in ‘a conversation about literature,’ Mirzoza rebukes Mongogul, saying, “You 

yourself led us into this discussion of letters... you became so bored you could not keep 

from yawning... You left, disappeared, and where did you go? Perhaps to listen to some 

jewel?”93  This critique not only offers a comparative glimpse of the mistress’ intellectual 

worth, but it also provides an example of Louis’ shortcomings as king.  Contemporaries 

often noted Louis’ lack of enthusiasm for pursuits other than hunting and “jewels;” thus, 

Mongogul’s singular drive for frivolous amusement echoed contemporary complaints about 

the king.  Mirzoza’s competency – especially in the realms of culture and politics - seems 

to make up for that Mongogul lacks.  By intimating that Mirzoza compensated for the 

sultan’s flaws, Diderot acknowledges one of Pompadour’s avenues to power. 
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  Diderot’s affirmation of Mirzoza’s virtue is significant as an illustration of the 

central message of Sultana.  Pompadour’s virtuosity, as a royal mistress and a married 

woman, was a point of interest since her arrival at Versailles; however, the issue gained 

relevance as the details of her asexual relationship with the king became public knowledge.  

In order to maintain her unassailable authority, it was necessary that Pompadour be seen as 

the king’s loyal, platonic love.  Assertions of purity were important to quell suspicions of 

sexual affairs with other men, and to solidify her devotion to the king.  Diderot describes 

Mirzoza’s virtue in respect to her relationship with the king in the significantly titled 

chapter, “Platonic Love,” making a case for Pompadour:  

Mirzoza professed high principles, and was filled with ideas of virtue that 
certainly did not suit her rank, her figure or her age.  She maintained that 
often people love for the sake of loving, and that liaisons begun by bonds 
of character, sustained by respect, and cemented by confidence, could last 
very long and remain constant without a lover’s demand for favors nor a 
woman being tempted to grant them.94 
 

Diderot alludes to the favorite’s perfection throughout the novel; however proof 

of her merit is not discovered until its conclusion, “Thirtieth and Last Trial of the 

Ring,” in which Mirzoza’s steadfast loyalty is confirmed to the sultan and the 

reader. 

By having previously cast Pompadour in the role of a sultana, Diderot’s novel 

sheds light on Van Loo’s Sultana.  In 1752, when work on Pompadour’s chambre à la 

turque was underway, it is unlikely that Pompadour and Van Loo were not familiar with 

the mistress’ alter ego, Mirzoza.95  Therefore, although we have no documented evidence 

of a correlation between the text and the image, it is possible to surmise the effect Jewels 

                                                 
94 Ibid., 531. 
95 Vartanian has competently proven the likelihood of Pompadour’s knowledge of Jewels, as well as the 
popularity of the novel within enlightened circles.  Van Loo, a prominent Rococo artist and the foremost 
artist of Oriental themes, would have likely been exposed to the novel as well.  See Vartanian. 
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had on Sultana.  Without Jewels’ illumination, scholars have asserted that Sultana and 

the harem imagery at Bellevue were implicit in Pompadour’s assertion of her platonic, 

favored relationship with the king.96  The image Diderot projects of Pompadour in Jewels 

only solidifies these assertions. 

Although commissioned for a private space, Sultana carries a public function.  

Diderot had already made a very public assertion of the favorable message that Sultana 

would convey, thus Sultana privately reinforces Diderot’s claims.  Within the private 

space of her bedchamber, Pompadour allowed viewings of Van Loo’s series to her 

visitors at Bellevue.  These visitors, limited to close friends and select courtiers, would 

not only have been aware of the visual precedents of the Turkish theme, but they would 

have also read Diderot’s novel, making the message of the piece doubly legible to a select 

public.   

 Though Sultana was shown at the Salon of 1755, its message was not widely 

visible.97  As genre pieces, Sultana and the other two paintings in the series were not 

afforded any privileged display.  The piece was celebrated not for its association with 

Pompadour but for Van Loo’s masterful artistry.  While Pompadour’s image may have 

been recognizable, it apparently did not warrant commentary.  The message of Sultana 

may not have been legible to the Salon audience, and, categorized as a genre piece rather 

than a portrait, it was viewed differently than it would have been at Bellevue by 

Pompadour’s acquaintances.98  Though the message of the piece was only articulated to 

an elite circle, it nevertheless implies a public message about the mistress’ status at court. 
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 Staged as an intimate moment interrupted by the viewer, Sultana summons 

private means to frame Pompadour’s public persona.  Though intimately displayed, the 

portrait defines the sitter’s public role.  As an allusion to shifts in Pompadour’s intimate 

relationship with the king that would be of public consequence, this piece participates in 

the mistress’ greater project of self-imaging.  By presenting herself as the sultana, 

Pompadour defines her role as the king’s virtuous confidant, impervious to the threat of 

other ‘jewels.’  Sultana imparts the favorite’s altered role to the king, but enforces her 

unaltered status at court.   

 In commissioning Van Loo to paint a series of harem-inspired pieces, Pompadour 

was not innovative; however, in what we assume she requested of him in terms of their 

message, she was.  Sultana changed the terms of contemporary harem imagery, which 

was rooted in the European male fetishization of the exotic (female) ‘other;’ instead 

presenting the harem as a space in which she, as sultana, could define and assert her 

power.  An additional depiction of the harem that was commissioned for the music room 

at Bellevue heightens evidence of Pompadour’s careful implementation of the theme.   

Le Sérail (figure 8), painted by Jean-Baptiste-Marie Pierre, portrays a sultan in his 

seraglio: indifferent to the odalisques clamoring for his affections, the sultan is wholly 

consumed with his sultana, whose status is denoted by the handkerchief she holds in her 

left hand.99  Stein has noted that Pierre’s piece portrays the moment after the sultan’s 

decision.  Accordingly, the central figures of the piece, the sultan and his preferred 

mistress, gaze at each other adoringly; while the sultana’s lofty status is further signified 
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by “the cast light which illuminates her as the shining focus of the composition.”100  Stein 

concludes, 

This shift in content must reflect Madame de Pompadour’s idea of the 
program at Bellevue and its intended message.  Thus, the established 
turquerie subject of the sultan luxuriating in his harem, a subject based on 
European male fantasies of the East has been transformed under female 
patronage to express a woman’s power.  No longer is the sultan the 
narrative focus, flanked by near-groveling sultanas, undistinguished from 
one another.  The harem depicted in Madame de Pompadour’s music room 
features one sultana elevated and favored above the others, portrayed not 
as an erotic interest, but as an object of devotion, a source of comfort.101 

 
In contrast to traditional representations of the seraglio, Pompadour made the subject her 

own in order to relay the significance of her role at court. 

Argenson wrote, with contemporary Versailles as his model, “All influence of 

women is bad; we have said… that the less court a king has, the better he governs; the 

more that court becomes a harem, the worse it is.”102  By metaphorically turning the court 

into a harem to establish her supreme influence within it, Pompadour exemplifies the 

state of affairs Argenson projects.  Just as she reconfigured her role as royal mistress, 

Pompadour redefined typical harem themes to suit her purposes.  Invoking a popular 

theme to iterate a self-image, Pompadour articulated her secure courtly status as she 

publicly reconstituted the terms of her relationship with the king. 
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Chapter Two 
Mme de Pompadour (Munich Portrait) 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Mme de Pompadour (figure 9), by François Boucher, is often referred to as the 

Munich portrait for its current location at the Alte Pinakothek.  The piece was completed 

in 1756, displaying the mistress in a private apartment, reclining casually on a daybed, 
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holding an open book.  The portrait was commissioned to commemorate the official 

naming of Pompadour as a dame du palais of Queen Leczinska;103 as a celebration of 

Pompadour’s final ascension in titular rank, this portrait verified the mistress’ 

unassailable position at court.  Displayed at the Salon of 1757, the portrait sat 

prominently on its own noteworthy dais before a wide public audience.104  Considering 

this is the only portrait Boucher painted of the marquise that was exhibited publicly in her 

lifetime, the portrait must have been significant. 

Boucher depicted the mistress lounging in the disheveled space of her boudoir, 

amongst evidence of her enlightened interest in literature and art.  She is cloaked in a 

robe à la française, which all but envelops her body in green silk taffeta.  Pompadour’s 

figure is set at a diagonal, the line of her body extended further by the superfluous fabric 

of her dress.  As the mistress leans on one elbow, her legs extended and feet crossed 

before her, she gazes to the left of the composition, distracted from the book she holds 

open on her lap.  A mirror behind Pompadour reflects a bookcase that is adorned with a 

tower from the marquise’s coat of arms, ornamented by a clock and a cupid in a bed of 

roses.  The mirror, whose gilded border frames the sitter from within the portrait, 

illusionistically deepens the shallow space of the boudoir, while displaying an impossible 

reflection of the nape of the mistress’ neck. 

The rich colors and fabrics in the room depict Pompadour’s status, as does her 

reflective gaze.  The detail of the numerous pink rosettes adorning the marquise’s dress 

achieve a life-like quality, giving one the impression that they may be picked like the two 
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roses laid at her feet.  The feminine frivolity of the pink and white flowers with which the 

mistress is sprinkled is offset by the markers of learning which populate the frame.  The 

small table à écrire beside the head of the mistress’ bed overflows with evidence of its 

owner’s private activity: a letter sits atop the table, while a writing feather emerges from 

the open drawer, beneath the table a pile of books and papers spill onto the floor.  At the 

mistress’ feet, beside her loyal King Charles spaniel, more papers flood into the 

composition. 

  Though the books held in the mistress’ bookcase are not adorned with titles, we 

can imagine them to be similar to those in Maurice-Quentin de la Tour’s 1755 portrait of 

Pompadour in her study (figure 11): the latest volume of the Encyclopédie, 

Montesquieu’s Esprit de Lois, Voltaire’s Henriade, and Guarini’s Pastor fido.  The 

numerous unnamed books in the piece attest to Pompadour’s known passion for the 

belles lettres, while those scattered under her table and the one she holds open signify 

that she employed the books for more than a decorative purpose.  The objects atop and 

within the table (a letter, sealing wax and a seal, pen and ink, a candle) suggest 

Pompadour’s role as a noteworthy and effective correspondent; she impresses the role she 

occupied beyond  patron of the enlightenment, but further, engaged participant. 

The papers at her feet, which include a rolled map, music, and portfolios of 

drawings and engravings, testify to Pompadour’s artistic activities.  Emerging from a 

portfolio are prints of Pompadour’s engraving after a Guay cameo and a Boucher etching.  

The disarray of the items again alludes to their functionality; these objects are not 

organized neatly for decorative purposes, but rather, their disorder suggests that the 

mistress was interrupted while using the objects in her boudoir.  The objects amount to 
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overwhelming evidence of Pompadour’s active interest and participation in the arts and 

letters as a patron and a student.  This evidence suggests the mistress’ intellectual value, 

offsetting Boucher’s idealized depiction of her beauty.  Notably, the mirror does not 

reflect Pompadour’s face, but rather, by picturing a full bookcase, her mind. 

The framing mirror that appears in this piece is indicative of Pompadour’s larger 

program of artistic self-imaging.  The drastic spatial compression of the room - 

emphasized by the mirror – relates “the status of this image not as a window onto the 

world but as a self-reflexive space of interiority.”105  A mirror provides self-reflection; 

the mirror is employed here to reflect the self of the sitter outward.  A portrait within a 

portrait, the viewer is provided with the mirror image most favored by the mistress; that 

of her intellect.  Further, the suggestive glimpse the mirror offers of the nape of 

Pompadour’s neck is noticeably askew, perhaps underlining, as Hyde has mused, the 

manipulative quality of art as artifice.106  Pompadour seems to acknowledge the portrait 

as a staged self-reflection. 

In the context of Pompadour’s femme savante portraits, this piece is exemplary.  

The femme savante portraits are defined by an amalgamation of the accouterments of 

both “domestic court” and “intellectual” portraiture.107  The “domestic court” portrait 

originates from the formal “court portrait,” which “asserts the aristocratic or royal status 

and power of the sitter through a variety of devices, including monumental scale, 

elaborate setting, and luxurious clothing.”108  Domestic court portraiture developed in 

response to an increasing desire to convey individuality and informality in eighteenth-
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century court portraits.  Unwilling to surrender the monumentality of traditional court 

portraiture in order to achieve this desired intimacy, domestic court portraiture depicted 

the sitter engaged in his or her daily activities, while asserting status through size, setting, 

and clothing.  Notably, “[t]he portrayal of this activity not only placed the sitter at home 

in a completely unceremonial capacity, but necessarily engaged the viewer as a 

participant in that privacy.”109  The domestic court portrait was predicated upon a desire 

for the public recognition of status while conveying the individual at leisure, articulating 

a tension within eighteenth century noble identity. 

The “intellectual” portrait was a popular genre in the eighteenth century as a form 

of paying homage to Enlightenment men and women of genius.110  Philip Conisbee 

writes, “These portraits of intellectuals, certainly during the first three-quarters of the 

century, have a studied negligence, and usually show the sitter in casual working clothes, 

more absorbed in inspiration and creation than conscious of appearances.”111  Portraits of 

eighteenth century intellectuals portrayed a sitter engaged in scholarly pursuit in the 

privacy of his or her study, cabinet, or boudoir, surrounded by emblems of the arts, 

letters, and science.112  While likenesses of both men and women of learning flourished 

until the end of the century, Goodman argues that it was the popular images of female 

readers, scientists, and musicians that closely inspired Pompadour’s assumption of the 

subject.113 
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The intersection of these two genres is obvious in Boucher’s Munich portrait, 

positing Pompadour in each of these roles.  Quoting recognizable aspects from each of 

these popular modes of portraiture, this piece intends a reading of the mistress as a femme 

savante, an exceptionally learned woman, defined not only by her feminine beauty, 

elegance, and social grace, but also by her activity in the arts and letters.   As a powerful 

patron and a salonnière, Pompadour held a position of authority within the arts and 

letters, shaping tastes and guiding trends.  This and the other femme savante portraits 

celebrate the autonomy Pompadour achieved as an educated woman, proclaiming her 

status as an intellectual beyond her status as a mistress. 

Pompadour’s deflected gaze in the Munich portrait may be seen to signify the 

king’s invisible presence.114  The mistress’ pearl bracelet serves as a further indication of 

the king’s role in the portrait; the bracelet Pompadour wears is loosely based on a 

bracelet she owned, making a more significant appearance in Madame de Pompadour at 

Her Toilette, the next portrait to be examined.115  The bracelet bore an engraved cameo of 

the king; therefore, if this is indeed the same bracelet, that it is intentionally turned 

inward to hide Louis’ insignia suggests both his absence and presence.  It was not 

unusual for a mistress’ portrait to be inscribed by a third party, her lover,116 however 

Pompadour does not follow this theme traditionally.  Pompadour’s gaze is also indicative 

of philosophical reflection, echoing a common element of many intellectual portraits.117  
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While the king’s authorization is silently implicated in the portrait, Pompadour seems to 

value authorization by her own enlightenment. 

The fusion of genres that occurs in these femme savante portraits implies a 

convergence of private and public subjects.  The subject of the portrait is predicated upon 

a merging of the confirmation of the intellectual’s private, inner attributes with the public 

designation of courtly status confirmed by outer appearances.  By combining intimate 

and ostentatious forms of affirmation, this piece articulates a unique identity between 

private and public that Pompadour forged at Versailles.  Further, the portrait presents 

Pompadour as the conscious creator of the identity that she displays, as the piece 

playfully confirms and denies tradition in portraiture and in Versailles.  These 

appropriations of customary practices of portraiture signify Pompadour and Boucher’s 

acknowledgment of the sitter’s active redefinitions in other realms as well, informing the 

message of this piece. 

As a commissioned commemoration of Pompadour’s rise in status to lady-in-

waiting to the queen, the portrait should in theory honor the sitter’s relationship with the 

queen.  The queen’s role in the memorialized event, however, is not visible in this 

portrait.  On the contrary, the piece suggests the exploits of the sitter that are known to 

have troubled her relationship with the queen.  Queen Lescinska had always been 

opposed to the mistress’ favor, the devout queen hated Pompadour for the impious 

financial interests she was associated with, and the overall threat she posed to the queen’s 

conception of Catholic morality.118  As Pompadour lobbied to become the queen’s lady-

in-waiting, her actions provoked the queen’s heightened contempt.  With sights set on 

becoming Leczinska’s dame du palais, in 1755 Pompadour had sought absolution from a 
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Jesuit confessor and began practicing religious devotions.  While this religious hypocrisy 

alone would have offended the pious queen, the fact that Pompadour did not give up her 

rouge upon being appointed - instead appearing at court more elaborately made-up than 

ever - was considered a direct strike against Leczinska.119 

Decorum, decency, and respect for the queen dictated that the mistress, famous 

for her toilette, would resign her face paint and her luxurious gowns upon becoming 

dame du palais, an honor that had previously been reserved for “ladies of the most 

ancient and impeccable lineage.”120  The court buzzed over Pompadour’s assumed 

resignation of her rouge.  That she did not, disregarding courtly etiquette and 

disrespecting the queen, caused a sensation at Versailles and gave her final rise in status a 

scandalous overtone.121  Pompadour ignored tradition and hierarchy, instead conducting 

herself on her own terms.  The queen accepted her lady-in-waiting wearily, writing, “I 

have a King in heaven who gives me the strength to suffer my woes, and a King on earth 

whom I shall always obey.”122  Following this moment of courtly commotion, the 

Munich portrait, displayed at the following year’s Salon, seems to have only been a 

reminder of the tension surrounding Pompadour’s precarious ascension in rank.  

The boldness of this portrait is obvious when compared to Jean-Marc Nattier’s 

famous 1748 portrait of the queen, Marie Leczinska (figure 12).  The Nattier piece is the 

last portrait the queen agreed to pose for, and it was completed in the same year as the 

artist’s portrait of Pompadour as a huntress (figure 1).  The contrasts between the Nattier 

portrait and the Munich portrait reveal two poles of femininity at Versailles.  The queen’s 
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portrait presents the sitter with bourgeois humility, wearing a lace bonnet and an 

understated red velour dress, sitting before an open text.  Leczinska demanded the 

domestic tone of the portrait, resisting the artist’s established taste for mythologization 

and idealization.  She was painted in habit de ville, and the portrait emphasizes the 

domesticity of the queen as a bourgeois dévote.123  Considering the queen’s insistent 

piety, the depicted text is most likely meant to be of a religious nature.  Of the contrast 

between the two Nattier portraits, Jones has argued, “Marie’s refusal to countenance 

Nattier’s customary artistic idiom was a quiet rejection of the values represented by the 

advent of Pompadour.”124  The queen’s rejection of the grandeur and aristocratic values 

that the Munich portrait emphasizes is indicative of the actual tension between the sitters. 

The Munich portrait attests to Pompadour’s disregard for courtly tradition, 

displaying the recently officiated lady-in-waiting in terms that would obviously offend 

the queen.  Uninterested in providing a placating commemorative image, the piece 

instead provokes associations with an official coronation portrait;125 the manner in which 

the portrait was displayed at the Salon of 1757 was typically reserved for images of 

royalty.126  The Munich portrait displays Pompadour in full splendor, adorned 

spectacularly from head to toe.  Its prominent exhibition suggests the portrait’s 

“manifestly public function” as “a kind of ‘pictorial consecration’ of [Pompadour’s] new 

status as queen’s lady-in-waiting.”127  The picture, though, does not consecrate the 

traditional lady-in-waiting; it instead confirms Pompadour as an inhabitant of the status 

of her choosing, perhaps lady-in-waiting in name, but more like a queen in practice.  In a 
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private letter from the time of her inauguration, Pompadour wrote, “I would have 

preferred the grand niche, and I am displeased to have to settle for the small one; it does 

not at all suit my humor….”128  Pompadour’s courtly titles were necessary to publicly 

legitimize her preeminence at Versailles, however she did not allow them to define her; 

this portrait makes clear that it was she who was doing the defining. 

Pompadour’s elaborate dress, complete with ribbons, lace, and rosettes, is an 

appropriate estimation of that she wore on February 7, 1756 to the formal court ceremony 

inaugurating her duty as the queen’s dame du palais.129  The duc de Cröy, in response to 

the suspense over how the mistress would appear for the occasion, wrote, “It was 

rumored that she would give up her rouge, but in fact she was very beautifully adorned 

that night and she attended the Queen with much composure, as if she had never done 

anything else.”130  In the portrait, however, we see her not in the context of public courtly 

appearance, but rather in the intimacy of her personal space.  Alastair Laing observes of 

the portrait, “The present picture appears to combine the private and public faces of the 

marquise.”131  Pompadour’s ‘public face’ is implied by the luxury of her dress, which 

Laing considers to be the most elaborate of all her portraits,132 and the suggestion that this 

representation depicts the sitter on the day of her elevation.  Her ‘private face’ is implied 

by her surroundings - the intimacy of the space itself as well as the overflowing markers 

of Pompadour’s intellectual pursuits and passions.   
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The duality of public and private in this piece is further established by Boucher’s 

purposeful inaccuracy in representing the space Pompadour inhabits.  Scholars tend to 

describe the room Pompadour occupies as a cabinet, that is to say, “the most interior of 

interior spaces,”133 a space reserved for solitude or intimate company by invitation.  The 

space is understood to be intimate and exclusive by Pompadour’s “capacity to fill and 

dominate it”134 as well by the proliferation of personal articles and traces the room 

houses.  Katie Scott has noted, however, a significant stylistic disparity between the two 

walls of the room Boucher depicts.135   

The wall behind Pompadour is upholstered in a yellow cloth appropriate to the 

understood setting.  The opposite wall, reflected in the mirror, is of a different nature: it is 

a stone-colored, deep-fluted pilaster, a classical detail that would be found only in public 

reception spaces.  The chambre de parade was the only space in contemporary structures 

that may be divided by such private and public realms.  The chambre de parade was a 

reception room in the formal apartments where the king publicly performed his lever and 

coucher.  As an intentional misrepresentation of space, this is a discursive interior, meant 

to represent an intersection between private person and public meaning: 

The likeness to a cabinet, combined with the gesture of revelation, tells the 
viewer that Pompadour’s interest in the arts was more than conventional, 
more than a formality: in fact, a warm and sincere personal attachment.  
Meanwhile the discrete references to a ceremonial chambre... together 
with the scale, the sheer mass of the work, indicate this personal taste was 
of public consequence, that it framed a political ambition.136 
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Pompadour’s political ambition was inherent in the occasion of the commission, her final 

rise in rank; however this ambition was of public consequence, and was necessarily on 

display, since her position surpassed her title. 

 Comparing herself now to the king, inhabiting his performative space, Pompadour 

suggests her limitless ambition.  In the context of the king’s chambre de parade the 

mistress asserts herself as the central figure of Versailles, declaring her upward mobility 

and her boundless authority.  The intimate traces of Pompadour’s enlightened activities 

only bolster assertions of her status, drawing attention to her self-induced rank as an 

intellectual as well as her acquired nobility.  By defining herself as an intellectual and an 

artist, as the details in the portrait do, the marquise promotes her agency.  This agency is 

the unique quality that distinguished her at Versailles, informing her unprecedented 

appointments and influence.  Courtiers often described Pompadour in a political and 

cultural position resembling that of the king or queen.  The abbé de Bernis observed that 

she was seated “upon the throne,” comporting herself at court with “supreme grandeur 

and omnipotence;”137 the portrait thus reinforces these comparisons by publicly claiming 

the mistress’ exceptional standing. 

Boucher presents Pompadour theatrically, the gold draperies that vertically frame 

the composition part as if revealing a character on stage.  Goodman terms this a 

“discovery scene,”138 as a public glimpse is provided into the private space of the 

protagonist.  Literally, Pompadour was very active in the theater, but as her portraits 

show us, theatricality was also her domain in the daily performance of courtly identity. 

Pompadour’s metaphorical ‘theaters of power’ were well-known and usually threatening 
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to her contemporaries, thus, this theatrical presentation gives further insight to the import 

of this portrait. 139  The proposition of the portrait as a stage is reminds the viewer of 

Pompadour’s ongoing character development as Louis’ favorite mistress.  In her theaters 

of power, she maintained supreme control, so it follows that the mistress projected a 

theater for her power performance wherever possible.  

Pompadour’s actual theater was a primary space in which the mistress enforced 

her authority.  Putting on shows primarily to amuse the king, Pompadour’s attention to 

the theater caught the interest of the court, making her performances vital events at 

Versailles.  Angerville noted, “It is to her that was due the taste for spectacle that spread 

throughout France.”140  This taste, of course, had the negative connotations of corruption 

and debauchery, and Pompadour’s theater was widely blamed for the court’s increasing 

immorality.141  The mistress’ performances, however, served her purpose of distracting 

the king, and were successful in seducing his mind, and therefore, will.   

Pierre Laujon defined the mistress’ goal of the theater as a “conquest,” since 

“pleasing the greatest number of spectators mattered little to her, the approval of one 

person alone satisfied her ambition.”142  Pompadour’s success effected Louis’ withdrawal 

from public stagings of his own sovereignty, in the opinion of another contemporary, the 

comte de Cheverny, thus, with her assistance, he abandoned his royal (public) persona:  

She had the great art of diverting the man of the kingdom most difficult to 
amuse, who loved privacy by taste and felt that his place demanded the 
contrary; so that as soon as he could escape from display [représentation], 

                                                 
139 The phrase ‘theaters of power’ in relation to Pompadour was coined by Kaiser.  For Pompadour’s literal 
and metaphorical theatrics, see Kaiser. 
140 Angerville, 196. 
141 Kaiser, 1034. 
142 Quoted in ibid., 1035. 
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he descended to her apartment through a hidden staircase, and there shed 
the character of the king.143 

 
The opportunities the mistress created for the king to escape his public character only 

strengthened hers.  Louis’ dependency on his favorite for the distractions he required 

granted her access to the arsenal of public power that he rejected. 

Boucher’s suggestion of the theater recalls Pompadour’s courtly performance of 

nobility, as well as her relationship with the theater as an access to Louis’ power.  These 

reminders of the sitter’s reliance on the public spectacle are countered by the underlying 

personal agency implicit in her creative employment of these means.  Though the courtly 

performance of rank and a mistress’ duty to distract the king were traditions, Pompadour 

did not subject herself to these customs, she appropriated them as means to traverse 

courtly tradition.  By presenting the mistress in her domain, the theater, this portrait 

flaunts Pompadour’s creative modes of self-empowerment.  

This portrait indeed celebrates the events of February 7, 1756, the culmination of 

Pompadour’s public rank, however, as we have seen, it is not traditional in this sense. 

The piece evokes the mistress’ career at Versailles; her final accession of courtly power, 

like each of her earlier appointments, was not based on birth, but rather on her own will.  

Pompadour was the epitome of the self-made aristocracy, performing this identity, 

parading the artifice of her role in order to establish her personal agency.  In this portrait, 

Donald Posner observes, “She is the image of aristocratic self-confidence, and better, of 

absolute contentment.  This proud display of contentment was at once a reassurance, for 

herself, and for those who loved her, and a disdainful gesture to her detractors and 
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enemies.”144  The portrait pictorially confirms the sitter’s “aristocratic self-confidence” 

while acknowledging that this aristocratic status was an image itself.  The mistress’ 

conspicuous display of aristocracy in the Munich portrait does not mean to disguise her 

lack of nobility, but rather to expose her empowered means of attaining it. 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter Three 
Mme de Pompadour at Her Toilette 

 
 
 

 

 

A final example of Pompadour’s implementation of portraiture, Mme de 

Pompadour at Her Toilette (figure 13) is indicative of many of the marquise's roles, 

imparting an impression of the unique authority she possessed in each.  Toilette,145 

painted by Boucher in 1758, depicts Pompadour in the midst of her daily ritual of the 

toilette.  This portrait descends from a long tradition of representations of idealized 

beauties at the toilette, and although in many ways it adheres to the customary 

iconography of this genre, it is the ways in which Toilette departs from the typical 

imagery that informs the portrait’s significance.   
                                                 
144 Posner, 99. 
145 Also commonly called the Fogg Portrait as it is in the collection of the Fogg Museum of Art. 
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Toilette presents Pompadour as if interrupted in the application of her rouge.  She 

sits before her dressing table on a yellow ochre brocade chair, leaning forward to 

confront the viewer with her central stare.  The space of her toilette is intentionally bare; 

the background is monotonous in tone with the exception of the slight illumination that 

surrounds the mistress.  She holds her left hand toward her face, delicately clasping her 

color-filled makeup brush as if only for display.  Her other hand hovers parallel to the 

table, holding a gold compact of rouge, conspicuously presenting the cameo bracelet 

worn on her wrist.  Before the marquise on her table is an assortment of small hand-

picked flowers in yellow, pink, and blue, perhaps from which she chose the blue flowers 

that adorn her hair.  A fragment of the backside of Pompadour’s mirror emerges from the 

right of the composition; her elaborate gold pot of powder sits open with a feathery white 

puff in the piece’s foreground, and a ribbon of blue silk flows onto the table from beneath 

these objects.   

Pompadour wears a white négligé du matin that ties at the throat with a lush pink 

ribbon, parting to reveal her pearly décolletage and ornate dressing gown.  Her costume 

gives an air of studied informality that captures the practice of her public toilette;146 

though she is dressed in rich fabrics with a proliferation of lace and luxurious rose-

colored bows, the marquise remains at ease, unaffected by the intricacy of her elaborate 

dressing gown.  

This painting implies the importance of the mistress’ toilette as a daily event in 

which she entertained visitors, not only receiving updates on news and gossip, but 

transacting business as well. Every aspect of the toilette, spatial, temporal, material, and 

behavioral, “provided the protagonist with an opportunity to express both her own social 
                                                 
146 Hyde, “Makeup,” 453. 
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standing and those of others.”147  For Pompadour, it was at this time of day, when she 

was free from the restrictive rituals of court etiquette, that she is known to have had her 

greatest influence.148  

Beginning in seventeenth-century France, the ritual toilette was an arena in which 

aristocratic women could interact with acquaintances in an institutionalized yet informal 

fashion.  After waking up late in the day, a woman would prepare herself for her toilette 

by applying a base of makeup and brushing her hair for presentability.  Then, in the space 

of her boudoir, she would sit before her dressing table and fix her hair and makeup while 

mingling with her audience.  She could remain at her toilette for the entire day, “in a 

déshabille more than gallant.”149  A verse from 1714 illustrates resentments about the 

toilette as a realm for female domination, emphasizing that it was a woman’s space, 

ritual, and pleasure; with “Lise” as the archetype of the fashionable society woman: 

Lise only pursues her desire, 
Even to excess she plays the coquette; 
What is her altar? Her toilette. 
And what is her God?  Her pleasure.150 
 

While Pompadour’s contemporaries would express similar discontents over this feminine 

dominion, her toilette was in fact more than a frivolous display, as it facilitated business 

more often than coquetry. 

When her visitors entered her boudoir at around one o’clock, Pompadour traded 

gossip, news, and attended to political or social matters of business with her guests.  The 

mistress’ toilette drew a remarkable crowd; philosophes and courtiers gathered to vie for 
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Pompadour’s favor.  The ambiguity of the circumstances of the toilette, the intersection 

of “a woman’s intimate corporeal ritual and her public audience,”151 informs the message 

of this portrait.  Pompadour’s toilette was contemporaneously celebrated for the amount 

of business she transacted at it; by the late 1740’s the mistress had turned the occasion 

into an effective power strategy.  Courtiers had become aware that one’s presence at 

Pompadour’s toilette was a prerequisite to the achievement of courtly ambition.  Here 

Pompadour was daily “surrounded like a queen,”152 as she was able to entertain and 

operate in an intimate setting, employing “that art… of amusing” so well that “the merest 

trifles from her mouth became valuable.”153  By depicting Pompadour at her toilette, this 

portrait reminds the viewer of the public power the mistress claimed through this intimate 

ritual. 

Goodman has shown that Boucher’s composition is indebted to a legacy of 

romanticized toilette portraits, first produced by painters of the Fontainebleau school in 

the sixteenth century.  As a testament to the sitter’s idealized beauty, Toilette functions in 

the same way as these earlier portraits.  Like many of the earliest examples of this type 

from Fontainebleau (figure 14), she is pictured in half-length before her dressing table, 

which displays “objects that implement and heighten her beauty.”154  Unlike this and 

many other toilette pieces, though, Pompadour is depicted in action; she is caught in the 

moment of the application of her rouge.  While other toilette portraits would suggest the 

application of makeup by its evidence, or a pointed hand in much the same position as 
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Pompadour’s brush (figure 15), it was not common to depict the action of face-painting 

itself. 

An eighteenth-century toilette portrait by an associate of Boucher, Etienne 

Jeaurat, illustrates additional elements of the toilette type that Boucher adapted.  La 

Coquette (figure 16) is akin to Toilette in tone and composition; most likely influencing 

Boucher in his earlier rendering of the theme, Morning, Lady at Her Toilette; which 

survives only as an engraving by Gilles-Edmé Petit (figure 17).  For Morning, Boucher 

has notably turned the coquette’s gaze upon the audience, thus enhancing the sexual 

intrigue.  A major theme of toilette representations was the depiction of female coquetry, 

for “it was at the toilette that coquettes mustered all their charms to engage and seduce a 

lover.”155  The tilted head and flirtatious gaze of the sitter in each of these portraits 

alludes to a future sexual seduction.  The tempting allure of the sitter in these pieces also 

invites a voyeuristic gaze.  Toilette, however, denies the transgression of the viewer, as 

the sitter is “decisively uneager to please.”156  Pompadour’s posture is assertive and her 

gaze confident.  While the mistress was well known for her former skills as a coquette, 

her authoritative presence here figures the status she attained by means other than her 

sexuality. 

Boucher further adapted the theme of the lady at her toilette by condensing the 

pictorial space of the toilette.  Earlier examples were structured by distance (figure 6), yet 

Toilette emphasizes proximity.  In Boucher’s Morning, for example, the pictorial space 

clearly defines a distance that separates the viewer from the image.  The perspective 

Boucher rendered for Toilette, though, blurs the distinctions between the pictorial space 
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and the viewer’s space. The piece is defined by such nearness that Pompadour is 

relatively large in scale and the scene is nearly flattened by the direct frontal view and 

lack of dimension in the depicted room.157  This immediacy conjures the intimacy of the 

toilette, while also confronting the viewer with Pompadour’s public self-image. 

The peculiar perspective of the piece resembles that of a self-portrait.  Hyde 

suggests that the spectator looks upon Pompadour as if situated atop her table, seeing 

what she would see in her mirrored reflection: “Compositionally and iconographically, 

this portrait is a representation of Pompadour that reads like a self-portrait of her in the 

act of painting her-self.”158  One signification of a self-portrait is intimated by 

Pompadour’s active left hand; in other works, following contemporary norms, she had 

been depicted as right-handed, as had most sitters regardless of reality.159  The only sitter 

to be contemporaneously displayed as left-handed was the painter of a self-portrait; 

represented in reverse, as reflected in a mirror.  The self-portraitist’s left-handedness 

implies that the painting is synonymous with the artist’s mirror image.  That Pompadour 

is seen in the act of painting – with her left hand – implies that her image is self-

produced, and what the viewer sees is her mirrored reflection.160  Further, when 

considered in terms of a self-portrait, the back of the mirror we see atop Pompadour’s 

dressing table translates to an easel, the compact of rouge a palette, and the canvas a 

mirror.161   

As a self-portrait, Toilette declares Pompadour as the maker of her own image. 

With Boucher's help, she establishes herself on her own terms, declaring her subjectivity 
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by displaying herself in the process of self-creation.  It has been noted that Pompadour 

was active in her creative projects, both architecturally, artistically, and specifically with 

Boucher, conceptually. Boucher also guided Pompadour in her own artistic training, 

positing her in the role of collaborator and director, but also artist herself.  The marquise 

was an artist in the application of her makeup, and also an amateur engraver; thus, this 

depiction calls attention to her role as an active creator.  The sitter thus acknowledges her 

constructed status, and claims authorship of her self-images. 

The image of Louis that we see represented in Pompadour’s cameo bracelet calls 

further attention to Pompadour’s artistic role in Toilette.  The pearl bracelet she wears 

secures a cameo of the king that was originally carved for Pompadour by Jacques Guay 

(figure 21), her gem specialist.  As part of Pompadour’s training as an engraver, she 

replicated this cameo (figure 22), and also created two other ring-sized cameos of the 

king on her own.  Scholars have thus imagined that the depicted cameo was an image of 

the king created by Pompadour herself.162  While the bracelet may be understood as a 

simple reference to her loved one, or as a shackle of her enslavement to him, as an image 

she produced it also represents her authorial influence over the king.  By depicting herself 

as the artist of his image as well as her own, Pompadour symbolically suggests her 

contribution to the formation of not only her own identity, but also the king’s. 

The cameo bracelet Pompadour wears is also significant as a symbol of the king’s 

presence in the portrait, which, following convention, lends legitimacy to the statement of 

authority that the portrait presents.163  Beyond this, though, that Pompadour wears the 

image of the king denies traditional insertions of legitimizing royal influences, as well as 
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customary notions of mistress-as-accessory.  For example, when compared to a 1741 

portrait of the queen by Van Loo (figure 23), a noteworthy contrast strikes the viewer in 

regards to the king’s presence: here we see a bust of the king looking over the queen in a 

domineering and authoritative fashion.  The Van Loo portrait makes obvious the terms of 

his sitter’s status; the status celebrated by the portrait is drawn from the king, as his 

imposing sculptural presence denotes.  In Toilette, however, the king’s presence as a 

wrist cameo suggests the sitter’s authority: he appears as an accessory, an ornament that 

the mistress chose to wear.  On the surface the king’s image may authorize Pompadour’s 

role, yet the unique way in which it is inserted intimates Pompadour’s agency as the 

authorizer of the king’s image. 

Pompadour's authorial role in the toilette is further significant when considering 

her performance of identity.  Inherent in the act of the toilette is the understanding that 

one's courtly identity is an unfixed social performance, dependent less on birth than on 

appearance and ritual.  Hyde has shown that “face paint functioned predominantly as a 

sign of aristocratic identity... [The aim] was to represent one’s aristocratic identity as 

declaratively as possible through cosmetic artifice,” however “there could be no question 

of its being intended to appear natural.”164  Further, as shall be seen, makeup was vilified 

as a tool of deceit; not only did the use of makeup blur gender distinction as aristocratic 

men adopted the practice, but it blurred class distinction as it was employed by women of 

the lower social classes.  In 1750 Charles-Nicolas Cochin wrote: 

It is well known that rouge is nothing more than the mark of wealth or 
rank, because it cannot be supposed that anyone has thought to become 
more beautiful with this terrible crimson patch.  It is surprising that such 
distinction has been attached to a color so common and inexpensive that 
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even the lowliest grisettes can make this expenditure as abundantly as a 
person of the highest birth.165 
 

Pompadour, having subverted her comparatively low birth to occupy a status of 

inconceivable opportunity, would have been well aware of the identity that she “made 

up” at her toilette.   

 It was the knowledge that social constructions are precisely constructions that 

Hyde defines as the underlying theme upon which all Pompadour's self-representations 

are predicated.166  By picturing herself in the midst of her daily self-imaging, Pompadour 

acknowledges that her noble identity was a performance.  Further, by displaying herself 

in this manner, Pompadour summons the artifice of the toilette, reminding the audience 

that her status was not dependent on birth, but rather, her performance of it.  By ignoring 

the goal of appearing “natural” the mistress suggests both her artificial status and her 

agency in the construction of this status.  In Toilette Pompadour claims appearance as a 

tool of social mobility and declares her mastery of it. 

Pompadour’s invocation of the toilette thus stages the mistress as a self-made 

woman: 

By figuring Pompadour as the author of her own appearance and identity, 
this painting declares that... a woman could make up her own identity... 
Madame de Pompadour at Her Toilette undercuts traditional notions of 
authorship and conflates the categories of woman as object and male 
painter as subject.167  
 

By claiming her self-constructed status, Pompadour recognizes that she disrupted gender, 

class, and political identities.  The painting signifies the social upheaval that Pompadour 

epitomized by reminding the viewer of contemporary resentments about the toilette.  The 
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threatening power of the toilette were multidimensional; critics in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries were weary of the ways in which the toilette undermined gender and 

class distinctions, as well as its seductive powers over men.  Seen both as attractive and 

repulsive, a woman’s makeup was threatening for the sexual empowerment it apparently 

granted its wearer, and by the eighteenth century it became closely associated with 

female ambition, which was even more disconcerting to those protective of the dominant 

social norms.  As the earlier statement by Cochin made clear, a woman’s makeup was 

not, in fact, “nothing more than the mark of rank or wealth,” but rather “had a role to play 

in destabilizing social hierarchies.”168  As the embodiment of the ambitious, socially 

mobile court aristocracy, Pompadour was a similarly destabilizing force. 

 Toilette, despite its intimate informality, staged a rather public statement.  The 

careful appropriation by the artist and sitter of the theme of the lady at her toilette 

functions as an assertion of Pompadour’s self-informed authority by her appropriation of 

courtly customs.  Like Louis XIV, Pompadour turned intimate and corporeal acts into 

power stratagems.  The mistress invoked her private space as another realm to establish 

her authority, as the exclusive audience of her toilette vied for her favor.  Most likely 

hung in an intimate setting, Toilette would have reiterated to a limited viewing public the 

self-informed authority that Pompadour daily performed at her toilette and at court.169 

Shackelford has observed,  

The Fogg portrait is unique [among portraits of Pompadour].  The 
extraordinary level of intimacy in a portrait of such an exalted individual 
is unusual…  The intimacy achieved here is not merely a function of 
luscious paint or a sensitively rendered face; Boucher has described an 
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environment and occupation for his sitter which positively insist upon 
it.170 
 

The impressive intimacy captured in this portrait implies the sitter’s active 

engagement in the piece’s production and meaning.  The viewer is forced into the 

intimate realm of Pompadour’s toilette, and thus into the realm of her control. 
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Conclusion 
 
She imitates and counterfeits whom and what she will, 
passions, and even virtue if necessary; education has 
perfected nature to excel in the role she means to play; she 
is the graceful instrument of sad designs.  She has 
enormously enriched herself, and now is the object of 
public hatred.  The king thinks he rules her; she rules 
him…. - Marquis d’Argenson171 
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 Argenson’s statement reveals, if grudgingly, the terms of Pompadour’s 

exceptional accession of power. Through an informed performance of courtly identity, 

the mistress ascended the social hierarchy of Versailles - taking control of the king and 

court - inciting widespread contempt on the way.  She traversed the limitations of a royal 

favorite by making herself indispensable to her lover and shifting the terms of their 

relationship.  Fundamentally, the favorite drew her status from the king; however, Louis 

did not rely on Pompadour for her body, but rather her mind, therefore this was 

ultimately the source of her authority. 

 The portraits examined here reveal Pompadour’s value for her mind, and an 

acknowledgement of her self-informed authority.  Much of what Argenson intimates, 

Pompadour declares in her self-images, underlining her infringement of courtly norms in 

the attainment of unlimited influence.  A self-made woman, Pompadour epitomized 

contemporary social instabilities; she was a volatile figure for destabilizing class and 

gender boundaries and manipulating courtly customs.  Taking up methods of 

representation initiated by the Sun King, Pompadour supplemented her social 

performances with self-images iterating her achievements and influence.    Though 

official titles were necessary to formally legitimize her courtly presence, she did not 

allow these titles to define her; Pompadour wrote in a letter to her brother, “I am like 

Cicero, who had no need of others to be esteemed.”172  Thus, Pompadour was the agent 

of her own empowerment, constantly defining herself on her own terms. 

 Pompadour’s reign would be the zenith of feminine license in early-modern 

France.  The royal favorite represents the culmination of ‘the reign of women;’ scorned 

for her exercise of unmatched authority, she was seen as the primary actor in the 
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emasculation of the nation.  It was precisely the way in which she navigated the fluid 

realms of public and private at Versailles that caused the social reform that took place at 

the end of the century, delineating these realms to assure no Pompadour would rise 

again.173  Though long remembered for her uninvited seizure of courtly power, 

Pompadour survives through her portraits as a reminder of the heights to which one may 

rise when empowerment is granted from within. 
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